Customer Information (PRINT VERY CLEARLY):
First Name: __________________________ Last Name: _____________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________ State/Prov:________ ZIP/Postal Code: _______________
Country: _______ Phone: (____)_____________ Email: _______________________________________________

For the caps listed below, I authorize ProCapRepair.com to attempt to replace the visor board and (only if
needed) the underbrim fabric. And if indicated, I also authorize ProCapRepair.com to replace the
sweatband and reshape the cap.

Cap
No.

Team

Color(s)

Size

Replace
Sweatband
also?
Indicate
cotton (C),
leather (L)
or do NOT
replace (N)

Reshape
cap?
Indicate
(Y) or (N)

Insure
return
shipment?
(if so, enter
$ amount)

Other info or requests (i.e.,
indicate if you want us to restitch visor only, reuse
plastic reed, or other
requests)

Terms, Conditions and Disclaimer:
ProCapRepair.com will attempt to repair the above cap(s) to the best of its ability. The Customer agrees and understands that
ProCapRepair.com will not be held liable for cap(s) that are lost or damaged in shipping, or for damages incurred attempting repair.
ProCapRepair.com will take reasonable measures to protect the cap(s) while on our premises. The Customer is responsible for
shipping costs, insurance and selecting a carrier to deliver the cap(s) to our premises. International customers are responsible for
any tariffs and duties imposed on shipment. Upon receipt ProCapRepair.com will evaluate the cap(s) and email an estimated invoice
for repair and return shipping. Cap(s) which cannot be repaired, in the sole opinion of ProCapRepair.com, will incur a flat $25
evaluation charge plus shipping without insurance. Upon receipt of payment of the estimated invoice amount, ProCapRepair.com
will attempt to repair the cap(s). (If the Customer does not pay the estimated invoice within 10 business days, no repairs will be
attempted and a final invoice will be emailed with a $25 per cap evaluation charge including shipping without insurance). Upon
completion, if the actual repair cost exceeds the estimated amount paid, ProCaprepair.com will email a final invoice for the balance.
If the Customer fails to pay a final invoice within 10 business days, ProCapRepair.com will NOT return the caps to the Customer,
and the Customer agrees to transfer ownership of the cap(s) to ProCapRepair.com. Repairs are exempt from sales tax. Repairs are
final and not refundable. Repair turnaround time is variable and is not guaranteed.

I have reviewed and agree to the Terms, Conditions and Disclaimer:
__________________________________________

_______________________

Customer Signature

Date

Ship to:
ProCapRepair.com
18 Shadow Ln
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-6625

